AMC SEM Nomination Form for Distinguished Service Award (DSA)

Nominee Criteria
- Must be a current AMC SEM member that has been active with the SEM chapter for more than 5 years, and must be currently actively contributing to the chapter
- Has significantly contributed to different chapter committees
- Has contributed to the AMC Club in addition to chapter committee work
- Has contributed “above and beyond” the usual SEM high level of volunteer service
- Note: Prior DSA recipients are not eligible for nomination.

Date ___________________

Name of person completing this form ____________________________

Name of nominee ___________________________________________

1. Is the nominee a current member of AMC SEM and have they been active for at least five years? (this will be verified by Membership)   Yes___   No___
   Is the nominee currently actively contributing to the Chapter? Yes___ No___

2. Describe how the nominee has contributed to different chapter committees

3. Describe how the nominee has contributed to the club in addition to committee work

4. Describe how the nominee has contributed “above and beyond” the usual SEM high level of volunteer service

5. Additional comments –

After completing this form, please email to the DSA Committee Coordinator via the AMC SEM Chapter Chair chair@amcsem.org by October 1. All nominations are confidential.